Reading Learning at Home
Thank you for continuing to support your children at home through this challenging time. Here is a ‘learning menu’ with some comprehension and follow up activities
that link to a Storytime with the Shakesbies story.

The Tunnel
Find it questions.
What are the names of the children?
What did the girl like doing?

Understand it questions.
What does Rose do that tells us she
is scared of going into the tunnel?

What did the boy like doing?

Why does Rose say “Oh no! I’m too
late”?

Can you find two examples of Jack
being unkind to Rose?

What changed about Rose and Jack
after they had been in the tunnel?

What did Jack call Rose at the waste
ground?

Making Links

Think about it questions
Why do you think the children argue a lot?
Do you agree with this statement “Jack is the brave
one and Rose is just a wimp”? Why?

Can you explain what
happened after Rose went in
the tunnel in the right order?

How do you think Rose feels when she sees Jack
turned to stone? Why?
Do you think that Rose is similar to Red Riding
Hood? Why?

Do you know any other stories about
a brother and a sister?

What changed about Rose and Jack after they had
been in the tunnel?

Are you scared of anything?

What two problems did Rose face in the story?

Follow up tasks. Writing
Use the Book review on the website to
draw and write about the story.
Draw a picture of what you are scared
if and label it.
Write about the settings in the story
using the sheet on the website.
Write about the main characters using
the sheet on the website.
Use your senses to think about and
write about what the tunnel was like
using the sheet on the website.
Investigate a picture using the sheet
on the website.

Sequence it questions

Follow up tasks. Creative
Make a story map to go with the story.
Draw what you would like to find at the end of the tunnel.
Draw or paint a picture of some woods – is it a friendly or a
scary wood?
Draw a picture of your family and the things each person
likes to do.
Go for a walk and look for statues in gardens and parks –
how many can you spot?
Make a mask like the one Jack wears to scare Rose.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JYkJyB9U-0o

